Level VI The Prophet Moses Takes “Marrianna” On Sacred
Journey’s Through Higher Dimensions
9. Ask and You Will Receive!
Use the Universal Law of Reversal and See!
‘IS’, Moses, Mother Mary, Heavenly Host and “Marrianna”
Note: Before my meditation today I called on the Universal Law of
Reversal to Reverse anything Blocking or Preventing my ability to Blend
and Merge with my Oneness.
Moses, I Feel Everything is Different as I sit to Call on the Guardian
of my Crystal Skull. It was already open, as I asked for ‘IS’, Mother Mary
and all the Heavenly Host to Blend and Merge with me on my Sacred
Throne within my Solar Plexus. I found we were already Blended after I
called on the Universal Law of Reversal to Reverse anything Blocking or
Preventing my Oneness. Moses, so that We can Download this
Experience, I share the following:
I call on ‘IS’, the Creator of All That is, and my Medical Team and the
Universal Law of Reversal to Reverse All my Blocks, like Feeling I am not
good enough, that I am up against a Wall and don’t know what to do
next, all my Health issues, Pain, Imbalances and Lack of Vitality. I ask that
they be Reversed and I ask that I Merge with Ease and Grace into my
Perfect Health, Pain Free Body, with the Divine Blend of my True I am
Beingness. I ask for Total Activation, Alignment, Balance, Blend and
Conscious Awareness of my Wholeness, as well as how to use this Gifted
Sacred Awareness to the Highest Good for All. What I ask for myself, I
also ask for all Humanity who’s souls give permission to receive this. I ask
for ever expanding Capacity to receive and remember the Gifts I am
receiving and the ability to articulate this Wisdom to Humanity. I
especially ask for my Head to expand as I Feel a tightness like it’s full to
overflowing. As I think and say these words within I Feel the pressure
subside to a comfortable state. I only Feel tingling and movement in my
Third Eye now. My Body is Pulsing with a Hot, Healing, Thick Honey
Feeling of Love of ‘IS’, the Creator of All That is. It’s Just like the Feeling I
had when the Divine Mother Mary sat upon my Sacred Throne the other
day and opened the blockage within my three lower chakras that I had

been working on clearing for so very long, and they all opened just by Her
Presence.
The severe pain and discomfort I have Felt for so long is much less intense
now. I Feel very different. I don’t have words to express this Feeling
other than it is Wonderful.
I can Feel the Presence of the Divine Mother and Father and the
Heavenly Host who have worked unendingly with me to accomplish this
Step on my journey. I am So Thankful!
I See Colors Swirling all around like a Beautiful Sunset on the move
blending and moving in excitement.
Moses tells me, “To Open my Heart and accept the Divine Healing as
we anchor this Gift into my Crystal Bed in the Back of my Head, then into
the Iron Core Crystal Grid of Mother Earth.”
I realize this Gift has been Downloaded into the Earth just like
Moses Downloaded the Ten Commandments over two thousand years
ago. I Know now that the ground work for the Evolution of Heaven on
Earth, Higher Consciousness has been Downloaded. I am so Thankful to
have been able to take part in this Gifting.
Moses shares with me, “That many Doors and Gateways of
Awareness will continue to open for Humanity. Major Changes in
thinking will occur so Humanity Can See the ‘Bigger Picture.’ The focus of
me, me, me, greed, greed, greed, control, control, control, will begin to
shift. It will shift slowly at first, then when enough step forward to speak
their Creator Truth, there will be no Stopping the changes for Higher
Wisdom for Mother Earth and All upon Her. This Will Take Place.”
“Keep your Eyes open, your Heart open, and your Detached
Compassion open as you watch how everyone adjusts to the realization
that the Game of Duality is Over and that they have had the Power all the
time to change things but the Fear and Programming of Billions of
lifetimes takes patience to Let Go Of.”
“Keep sending your Love to All! Worry Not, Worry Not, Worry Not,
All is in Divine Order and Timing. Be at Peace as you experience your
changes and the changes of Others.

Know I am always with you, Guiding and Assisting and Healing when you
need Something. Know you are ‘Right on Target’ as you say, with what
you said you would do. Worry Not! You are Love and you are Loved!
Peace Be With you!”
“I Am Moses, Rest my Child.”
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